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Longleaf Partners U.S. UCITS Fund delivered a strong absolute
return of 17.10% in 2017 far exceeding our annual goal of
inflation plus 10% for the second consecutive year. The Fund
added 2.05% in the fourth quarter. Our discipline, which
requires a material margin of safety between stock price and
intrinsic worth, kept the Fund with high cash levels and out of
most of the Information Technology (IT) sector that powered
the index’s 6.65% return in the quarter and 21.83% for the
year. Cash, which faced no risk of capital loss, and the Fund’s
limited IT exposure accounted for more than the shortfall
versus the index. The long-running bull market became more
reminiscent of the late 1990s as IT dominated and started to
leave other high quality companies with attractive discounts.
Most of our businesses contributed to the Fund’s solid absolute
results. The absence of notable detractors also added to
performance. Investments that our management partners
made in the last few years began to show anticipated returns
including Wynn’s Palace Resort in Macau, new Ground
distribution facilities at FedEx, Pratt and Whitney’s geared
turbofan engines within United Technologies and Fairfax’s
investments in Asia. Substantial multi-year cost cutting
programs also yielded results, moving margins up at CNH
and FedEx’s Express unit. Our management partners pursued
transactions to further entrench their competitive positions
or capture value recognition. Scripps Networks sold at a
solid price to Discovery Communications, Graham Holdings
entered into a unique transaction with Purdue University to
strengthen its Kaplan education business, United Technologies
announced a plan to buy Rockwell Collins in September, and
at the end of November, CONSOL Energy completed the split of
its coal and gas businesses.
We focus on the fundamentals of the businesses we own rather
than the stock market. In 2017, however, a few broad drivers
had enough impact on the index strengththat they are worth
highlighting. As noted above, IT drove much of the S&P 500’s
results. The sector far surpassed all others with a 38% gain
and more than doubled any other sector’s contribution to
performance. IT momentum chasing contributed to stocks that

others define as “growth” far surpassing those categorized
as “value,” 27% versus 15%. In the last four months,
renewed optimism around the U.S. tax bill pushed up stocks.
Companies in the index with current tax rates over 25% rose an
average 12% since the end of August, whereas those with rates
already lower gained just 6%.
We spent a good deal of time looking at the impact of the
tax changes on our companies as well as how lower rates
might affect other investment opportunities. In some cases,
lower rates will benefit shareholders, but we believe the
widespread earnings optimism is overblown. Companies in
more competitive industries likely will give up more of any
tax savings to customers through better pricing ans/or to
employees via higher wages and benefits, which was already
demonstrated late in the year. The S&P 500’s multi-year run
has resulted in our owning more qualifiers domiciled outside
of the U.S. in the Fund. We therefore did not participate as
much in the tax rally because a number of our companies
already pay lower rates or, in the case of Centurylink (CTL),
have net operating losses (NOLs) that offset taxes.
Portfolio activity ramped up in the latter half of the year. As is
typical after two years of strong returns, a number of stocks
reached our appraisal values. We sold seven investments,
including T. Rowe Price in the fourth quarter. More
surprisingly, even as the market hit new highs, we bought
four new companies — two in the last quarter. Additionally, as
fewer companies participated in the market’s new highs, our
on-deck list of qualifiers grew.

Contributors/Detractors

(2017 Investment return; 2017 Fund contribution; Q4 Investment
return; Q4 Fund contribution)
Wynn Resorts (+97%,+4.36%, +13%,+0.44%), the U.S. and
Macau gaming company, was the largest contributor to the
Fund’s 2017 performance with strong earnings growth in
Macau and Las Vegas. Industry gross gaming revenues (GGR)
in Macau accelerated in the second half of 2017 well beyond
full year GGR growth expectations. With major infrastructure
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projects moving closer to completion, mass visits and
spending increasing, and VIPs returning, concerns about
potential over-supply from significant capacity additions
in Macau turned into confidence that additional hotel and
gaming properties will be well absorbed by the market.
Steve Wynn continued to create future value with the Boston
resort expected to open in 2019, new development around
the Las Vegas golf course, and the chance to pursue casino
development in Japan. After the stock more than tripled from
its lows two years ago and moved closer to our assessment of
the company’s value, we reduced the Fund’s position.

Formula 1 Circuit. In spite of EXOR’s appreciation, at year end
the stock traded at a near 40% discount to the market value
of its component pieces. European holding companies that
are generally held up as EXOR peers tend to cluster around
a 10% NAV discount, whereas some North American ones
with substantial track records of value creation trade at NAV
or even a premium. We believe EXOR’s extreme discount is
unwarranted as CEO John Elkann and his management team
can produce additional double-digit value growth on top of
the significant value creation over the last decade. Attractive
upside optionality remains in the underlying pieces of EXOR.

FedEx (+35%, +2.37%, +11%, +0.66%), the world-leading
transportation and logistics company, added to the Fund’s
fourth quarter and 2017 results. Express margins jumped to the
company’s long-held goal of double-digit levels due to strong
pricing and utilization of lower cost passenger plane space.
Ground yield and volumes were strong, and margins seem to
have finally bottomed after recent years of rapid expansion
and investment. FedEx moved quickly to integrate acquired
TNT into its global network as it deftly handled the effects
of a significant TNT cyberattack. CEO Fred Smith continued
to think far ahead and prioritize the business’s long-term
competitive position, reinvesting most earnings into highreturn expansions and improvements. We trimmed the Fund’s
stake as the discount to intrinsic worth shrunk.

CONSOL Energy (+7%, +0.26%,+16%,+0.76%), the former
natural gas and coal company based in Appalachia, was the
largest contributor to the Fund’s fourth quarter results. The
company completed the long-awaited spin-off of its coal assets
from its natural gas reserves, undrilled acreage, and pipelines
— a move we had encouraged to enable others to fully
appreciate the values of each business. The gas company now
trades as CNX Resources Corporation (CNX), while the coal
pure-play business retained the CONSOL Energy name. Our
CNX appraisal assumes gas prices at today’s depressed strip,
yet the stock price implies much less value for its undrilled
resources and midstream assets than comparable peers
receive. The company reduced commodity risk by hedging the
majority of next year’s production above $3/mcf. CONSOL’s
Pennsylvania Mining Complex is the low-cost coal producer in
the eastern U.S. Both companies announced large buybacks
to address their undervalued post-spin prices. We believe our
management partners will continue to take action to gain
value recognition at both companies. We increased our stake
in CNX after the spin-off. In spite of rampant coal divestment
by institutional investors, CONSOL’s stock jumped 84% after
becoming a pure-play coal business.

CNH Industrial (CNHI)(+56%, +2.31%, +12%,+0.53%), the
maker of Case and New Holland agriculture equipment (Ag)
and Iveco trucks (CV), helped the Fund’s fourth quarter
and full year results. After declining for three years, Ag
staged a turnaround with Q3 sales growing 12% year-overyear and operating profit margin expanding by 130 basis
points. Accordingly, FY17 sales and earnings guidance saw
meaningful upgrades. The Ag cycle in the U.S. seemed to
hit an inflection point in 2017 after peaking in 2013. CNH
management successfully balanced channel inventory while
taking costs out during the decline. When U.S. Ag volumes
(especially for high horsepower tractors and combines) recover
from the current trough levels, the operating leverage on
incremental sales will be highly margin accretive. In addition,
CNH was upgraded to an investment grade rating by S&P and
Fitch, an important milestone that should allow the company
to tap the commercial paper market, lower interest expense,
extend the debt maturity profile and potentially release over
$1 billion of excess capital in time, which our management
partners could return to shareholders in the form of dividends
and buybacks. We cut the Fund’s exposure to CNH as the gap
between price and value narrowed following the positive
company developments and stock’s more than doubling since
its bottom almost two years ago.
EXOR (+43%,+2.07%,-3%,-0.14%), one of Europe’s leading
investment holding companies, was another strong performer
in 2017. The component pieces of our appraisal are Fiat
Chrysler Automobiles (FCA) (32%), PartnerRe (26%), CNH
(21%), and Ferrari (16%). FCA’s profits increased substantially,
and takeover speculation also pushed its stock up. CNH rose
during the year as described above. Ferrari’s stock reflected its
stellar year operationally, if still not living up to hopes on the

CenturyLink (formerly Level 3) (-13%,-0.88%,-8%,-0.42%), the
global fiber and integrated communications network company,
was the Fund’s largest holding and declined during the year
and fourth quarter, even though the stock rallied over 22%
from its November low after CTL’s purchase of Level 3 closed.
Throughout, our investment case grew more compelling. The
merger of Level 3’s fiber network with Qwest’s assets that
CTL had previously acquired created a uniquely competitive
global fiber network that has particular strengths in the higher
margin, growing Enterprise segment. Level 3’s CEO Jeff Storey
becoming President and COO and eventual CEO of CTL and
Sunit Patel maintaining the CFO position in the combined
company were critical to our support for the deal. Their
leadership makes us confident that CTL management will be
able to drive mid single-digit Enterprise revenue growth at
high contribution margins, cut costs substantially and deliver
the projected $1 billion in deal synergies, much of which will
be created by moving traffic onto the company’s combined
network from third parties. Despite CTL’s stronger positioning,
the stock price fell, in part because Level 3 customers delayed
new purchases until it was clear who would lead the combined
company. But, the primary price pressure was due to fears
that CTL would not be able to sustain its double-digit dividend
yield (a valid concern without the Level 3 acquisition). This
worry heightened after the stocks of two mostly unrelated
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and massively overleveraged regional operators which were
more closely aligned with CTL’s legacy landline business than
the fiber business, saw their stocks collapse after dividend
cuts. Storey and Patel confirm that the dividend is safe based
on the combined EBITDA of the Level 3 and CTL fiber networks,
the synergies from the deal, and the use of Level 3’s NOLs to
reduce taxes. By our estimates, once the synergies are realized,
the company should deliver over $3/share of Free Cash Flow
(FCF) after capex, which will amply cover the $2.16 dividend.
We see material additional upside not built into our appraisal
based on Patel’s record of cost cutting after mergers and the
multiple players that would benefit from owning this network.
When the stock price dramatically disregarded the positive
fundamentals and our assessment of CTL’s intrinsic value, we
bought more, including in the fourth quarter. Management and
the board appeared to share our enthusiasm as demonstrated by
significant December insider purchases as soon as the blackout
period that prohibited purchases was lifted.
Portfolio Activity
Activity within the portfolio increased during the year. It may
seem odd that we made purchases given new market highs.
We do not require a market correction to find qualifiers, just
individual business value mispricing. And while the overall
market had strikingly low volatility, a few good businesses’
stocks declined enough to enable us to buy four new companies
– Fairfax in the second quarter, and three others in the last
four months of the year. Late in the third quarter, we began
buying Mattel, one of the world’s largest toy companies with
iconic brands like Fisher-Price, Barbie and Hot Wheels. The
stock had fallen almost 70% over the last few years as previous
management made a number of mistakes. New CEO Margo
Georgiadis, formerly President of Google Americas, took over
with a plan to simplify a needlessly complex manufacturing
process, focus on profitable core brands rather than dilutive
growth, build a better global presence, and transform the
company’s digital marketing. She cut the dividend to free up
cash to invest in the business, which immediately led to a sharp
collapse in the stock price and gave us an opportunity to build
the Fund’s position. Shortly thereafter, the stock’s rise on a
rumored Hasbro takeover confirmed the discount, but Mattel’s
board appropriately dismissed any low ball offers. We are
confident in management’s plan to restore margins and do more
with the company’s leading franchises in a growing industry.
We purchased two undisclosed positions in the fourth quarter.
One, like Mattel, was a time horizon arbitrage opportunity
where past mismanagement and a dividend cut obscured the
longer term value and prospects for industry-leading businesses.
The other was an example of how complexity often leads
Southeastern to investments. A more traditionally associated
segment of the company was under pressure industry-wide,
taking the stock to a multiple similar to peers within that
segment. In the case of this company, however, its most valuable
segment consists of leading, protected brands that are growing
in strength and demand.
We exited seven positions during 2017 and trimmed some of
the strongest performers whose discounts to intrinsic value

had diminished. Earlier in the year we sold Ralph Lauren after
the CEO departed. Rayonier and Everest Re both approached
intrinsic value. Mergers involving DuPont (Dow) and Scripps
Networks (Discovery) drove prices to our appraisals, and we
sold those investments in March and August respectively.
During the fourth quarter, we sold investment firm T. Rowe
Price as the stock approached our appraisal. Despite near-daily
headlines on the death of active funds, T. Rowe grew assets
under management and maintained its strong position in Target
Date retirement funds. The stock gained 65% during our short 13
month holding period. We are grateful to CEO Bill Stromberg and
Chairman Brian Rogers for driving strong performance during a
challenging time for the industry.
Outlook
The Fund’s last two years’ 45% cumulative return outperformed
the index and substantially beat our absolute goal of real
double-digit returns. We believe we can continue to deliver solid
results even though the Fund’s 2017 return was below the S&P
500 and prolonged the active management debate. Our return
was less than that of the inflated index primarily due to two
decisions to avoid risk of loss: the Fund held between 20-30%
cash throughout the year, which accounted for all of the relative
shortfall versus the market; and, we did not own more of the
pricey IT sector.
We are confident we can outperform over the next 5+ years.
First, as was true in 2017, what we own – acts of commission –
will produce our returns going forward. The Fund’s portfolio
contains discounted strong businesses with growing values
selling at an attractive P/V in the mid-70s% — a striking contrast
to what we believe is an overvalued S&P 500 increasingly driven
by momentum in a narrower group of companies. We expect
our differentiation from the index (98% Active Share) to be a
source of strength to relative results. Second, the Fund’s cash
is temporary until we find qualifiers, and with lower stock
correlations and the prospect of more volatility among stocks,
we expect undervaluation opportunities will increase, as they
did in late 2017, providing us additional investments that will
drive future compounding. Third, through our 42 years at
Southeastern and in studying market history, we know that most
broad trends come in cycles that can either turn quietly or with
unexpected force. Most of our businesses remain in the out of
favor bucket. We believe the recent dominance of momentum
investing, which reflects speculation at elevated prices, will
likely turn back to a favorable environment for undervalued
stocks.
It is our strong view that after a nine year bull run and at high
historic multiples, the inflated index is more vulnerable to
downside surprises than likely to continue double-digit gains.
Ben Graham’s definition of an investment from Security Analysis
written in 1934 has never been more relevant: “An investment
operation is one which, upon thorough analysis, promises
safety of principal and a satisfactory return.” As the largest
shareholder group in the funds advised by Southeastern, we
aim to preserve capital and compound at a real double-digit
rate of return by owning a limited number of undervalued, high
quality, competitively advantaged businesses where we are

engaged with capable and aligned management partners. We
have no doubt that we can deliver good performance because of
our deep understanding of the drivers of each company’s value
growth versus the associated risks, our ongoing dialogue with
management, and our discipline to hold cash when businesses
do not meet our stringent criteria.

See following pages for important disclosures.
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P/V (“price to value”) is a calculation that compares the prices of the stocks in a portfolio to Southeastern’s appraisal of their intrinsic values. The ratio represents
a single data point about a Fund and should not be construed as something more. P/V does not guarantee future results, and we caution investors not to give this
calculation undue weight.
“Margin of Safety” is a reference to the difference between a stock’s market price and Southeastern’s calculated appraisal value. It is not a guarantee of investment
performance or returns.
Active Share measures how much an equity portfolio’s holdings differ from those of the benchmark index.
Important information for Australian investors:
Southeastern Asset Management, Inc. (“Southeastern”) and Southeastern Asset Management, Inc. Australia Branch, ARBN 155383850, a US company (“Southeastern
Australia Branch”), have authorised the issue of this material for use solely by wholesale clients (as defined in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)) of Southeastern or of any of
its related bodies corporate. By accepting this material, a wholesale client agrees not to reproduce or distribute any part of the material, nor make it available to any retail
client, without Southeastern’s prior written consent.
Southeastern and Southeastern Australia Branch are exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services licence (AFSL) under the Corporations Act 2001
(Cth) in respect of financial services, in reliance on ASIC Class Order 03/1100, a copy of which may be obtained at the web site of the Australian Securities and Investments
Commission, http://www.asic.gov.au.
The class order exempts bodies regulated by the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) from the requirement to hold an AFSL where they provide financial services
to wholesale clients in Australia on certain conditions. Financial services provided by Southeastern are regulated by the SEC, which are different from the laws applying in
Australia.
Important information for Belgian investors:
This document and the information contained herein are private and confidential and are for the use on a confidential basis only by the persons to whom such material is
addressed. This document does not constitute and may not be construed as the provision of investment advice, an offer to sell, or an invitation to purchase, securities in any
jurisdiction where such offer or invitation is unauthorized. The Longleaf Partners UCITS Fund has not been and will not be registered with the Belgian Financial Services and
Markets Authority (Autoriteit voor financiële diensten en markten/Autorité des services et marchés financiers) as a foreign collective investment undertaking under Article
127 of the Belgian Law of 20 July 2004 on certain forms of collective management of investment portfolios. The offer in Belgium has not been and will not be notified to the
Financial Services and Markets Authority, nor has this document been nor will it be approved by the Belgian Financial Services and Markets Authority. The shares issued
by the Fund shall, whether directly or indirectly, only be offered, sold, transferred or delivered in Belgium to individuals or legal entities who are Institutional or Professional
Investors” in the sense of Article 5§3 of the Belgian Law of 20 July 2004 on certain forms of collective management of investment portfolios (as amended from time to time),
acting for their own account and the offer requires a minimum consideration of €250,000 per investor and per offer. Prospective investors are urged to consult their own
legal, financial and tax advisers as to the consequences that may arise from an investment in the Fund.
Important information for Brazilian investors:
THE PRODUCTS MENTIONED HEREUNDER HAVE NOT BEEN AND WILL NOT BE REGISTERED WITH ANY SECURITIES EXCHANGE COMMISSION OR OTHER SIMILAR
AUTHORITY IN BRAZIL, INCLUDING THE BRAZILIAN SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION (COMISSÃO DE VALORES MOBILIÁRIOS - “CVM”). SUCH PRODUCTS
WILL NOT BE DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY OFFERED OR SOLD WITHIN BRAZIL THROUGH ANY PUBLIC OFFERING, AS DETERMINED BY BRAZILIAN LAW AND BY THE
RULES ISSUED BY CVM, INCLUDING LAW NO. 6,385 (DEC. 7, 1976) AND CVM RULE NO. 400 (DEC. 29, 2003), AS AMENDED FROM TIME TO TIME, OR ANY OTHER LAW OR
RULES THAT MAY REPLACE THEM IN THE FUTURE.
ACTS INVOLVING A PUBLIC OFFERING IN BRAZIL, AS DEFINED UNDER BRAZILIAN LAWS AND REGULATIONS AND BY THE RULES ISSUED BY THE CVM, INCLUDING
LAW NO. 6,385 (DEC. 7, 1976) AND CVM RULE NO. 400 (DEC. 29, 2003), AS AMENDED FROM TIME TO TIME, OR ANY OTHER LAW OR RULES THAT MAY REPLACE THEM
IN THE FUTURE, MUST NOT BE PERFORMED WITHOUT SUCH PRIOR REGISTRATION. PERSONS WISHING TO ACQUIRE THE PRODUCTS OFFERED HEREUNDER IN
BRAZIL SHOULD CONSULT WITH THEIR OWN COUNSEL AS TO THE APPLICABILITY OF THESE REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS OR ANY EXEMPTION THEREFROM.
[WITHOUT PREJUDICE TO THE ABOVE, THE SALE AND SOLICITATION IS LIMITED TO QUALIFIED INVESTORS AS DEFINED BY CVM RULE NO. 409 (AUG. 18, 2004), AS
AMENDED FROM TIME TO TIME OR AS DEFINED BY ANY OTHER RULE THAT MY REPLACE IT IN THE FUTURE.
THIS DOCUMENT IS CONFIDENTIAL AND INTENDED SOLELY FOR THE USE OF THE ADDRESSEE AND CANNOT BE DELIVERED OR DISCLOSED IN ANY MANNER
WHATSOEVER TO ANY PERSON OR ENTITY OTHER THAN THE ADDRESSEE.
Important information for Chilean investors:
Confidential- Not for Public Distribution Date of commencement of the offer: January 2018. The present offer is subject to General Rule N° 336 (Norma de Carácter General
N° 336) of the Chilean securities and insurance regulator (“Superintendencia de Valores y Seguros” or “SVS”). The present offer deals with securities that are not registered
in the Securities Registry (Registro de Valores) nor in the Foreign Securities Registry (Registro de Valores Extranjeros) kept by the SVS, and, therefore, the securities which
this offer refers to are not subject to the supervision of the SVS. Given the fact that the securities of the present offer are not registered with the SVS, there is no obligation for
the issuer to disclose in Chile public information about said securities. These securities may not be publicly offered as long as they are not registered in the corresponding
Securities Registry kept by the SVS.
Fecha de inicio de la oferta:enero 2018 (i) La presente oferta se acoge a la Norma de Carácter General N° 336 de la Superintendencia de Valores y Seguros de Chile. (ii)
La presente oferta versa sobre valores no inscritos en el Registro de Valores o en el Registro de Valores Extranjeros que lleva la Superintendencia de Valores y Seguros, por
lo que los valores sobre los cuales ésta versa, no están sujetos a su fiscalización; (iii) Que por tratarse de valores no inscritos, no existe la obligación por parte del emisor
de entregar en Chile información pública respecto de estos valores; y (iv) Estos valores no podrán ser objeto de oferta pública mientras no sean inscritos en el Registro de
Valores correspondiente.
Important information for Danish investors:
The Fund’s prospectus has not been and will not be filed with or approved by the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority or any other regulatory authority in Denmark and
the shares have not been and are not intended to be listed on a Danish stock exchange or a Danish authorized market place. Furthermore, the shares have not been and will
not be offered to the public in Denmark. Consequently, these materials may not be made available nor may the shares otherwise be marketed or offered for sale directly or
indirectly in Denmark.
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Important information for Hong Kong investors:
No person may offer or sell in Hong Kong, by means of any document, any Shares other than (a) to “professional investors” as defined in the Securities and Futures
Ordinance (Cap. 571) of Hong Kong and any rules made under that Ordinance; or (b) in other circumstances which do not result in the document being a “prospectus” as
defined in the Companies Ordinance (Cap. 32) of Hong Kong or which do not constitute an offer to the public within the meaning of that Ordinance.
No person may issue, or have in its possession for the purposes of issue, whether in Hong Kong or elsewhere, any advertisement, invitation or document relating to the
Shares, which is directed at, or the contents of which are likely to be accessed or read by, the public in Hong Kong (except if permitted to do so under the securities laws of
Hong Kong) other than with respect to Shares which are or are intended to be disposed of only to persons outside Hong Kong or only to “professional investors” as defined in
the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571) of Hong Kong and any rules made under that Ordinance.
WARNING
The contents of this document have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in Hong Kong. You are advised to exercise caution in relation to the offer. If you are in any
doubt about the contents of this document, you should obtain independent professional advice.
Important information for Indian investors:
Southeastern Asset Management Inc.’s products and services are not being offered to the public and are only for private placement purposes. This marketing material is
addressed solely to you and is for your exclusive use. Any offer or invitation by Southeastern is capable of acceptance only by you and is not transferrable. This marketing
material has not been registered as a prospectus with the Indian authorities. Accordingly, this may not be distributed or given to any person other than you and should not be
reproduced, in whole or in part. This offer is made in reliance to the private placement exemption under Indian laws.
Important information for Israeli investors:
This Document, and the Longleaf Partners UCITS Funds have not been approved by the Israeli Securities Authority. Southeastern Asset Management, Inc. is not licensed
or approved by the Israeli Securities Authority. The shares are being offered only to special types of investors under the Securities Law, 5728-1968 (“Qualified Investors”)
such as: mutual trust funds, managing companies of mutual trust funds, provident funds, managing companies of provident funds, insurers, banking corporations and
subsidiary corporations thereof, except for mutual service companies (purchasing securities for themselves and for clients who are “Qualified Investors”), licensed portfolio
managers (purchasing securities for themselves and for clients who are “Qualified Investors”), licensed investment advisors and providers of investment marketing services
(purchasing securities for themselves), members of the Tel-Aviv Stock Exchange (purchasing securities for themselves and for clients who are “Qualified Investors”),
underwriters (purchasing securities for themselves), corporate entities which are wholly owned by “Qualified Investors”, corporate entities whose net worth exceeds NIS
50 million, except for those incorporated for the purpose of purchasing securities in a specific offer, and individuals regarding whom two of the following conditions are
met and have given their consent in advance to being considered Qualified Investors: (i) the total value of cash, deposits, financial assets and securities owned by the
individual exceeds NIS12 million, (ii) the individual has expertise and skills in capital markets or has been employed for at least one year in a professional capacity which
requires capital markets expertise, and (iii) the individual has executed at least 30 transactions, on average, in each of the four quarters preceding to his consent; and in
all cases under circumstances that will fall within the private placement exemption or other exemptions of the Securities Law, 5728-1968 or of the Joint Investment Trusts
Law, 5754- 1994 who are also special types of clients under the Law for the Regulation of Investment Advice, Investment Marketing and Investment Portfolio Management,
1995 (“Qualified Clients” and “Investment Advice Law”, respectively) such as: joint investment trust funds or fund managers; management company or provident fund
(as defined in the Supervision of Financial Services (Provident Funds) Law, 1995; insurance companies; banking corporations or an auxiliary corporations as defined in
the Banking Law, other than a joint services companies; person holding a license under the Investment Advice Law; stock exchange members; underwriters meeting the
qualification conditions under section 56(c) of the Securities Law; corporations, other than corporations which were incorporated for the purpose of receiving investment
advise investment marketing or portfolio management services, with equity exceeding NIS50 million; individual regarding whom two of the following conditions are met and
who has given his consent in advance to being considered a Qualified Client for the purpose of Investment Advice law: (i) The total value of cash, deposits, Financial Assets
and securities – as defined in section 52 of the Securities Law– owned by the individual exceeds NIS12 million (ii) The individual has expertise and skills in capital markets
or has been employed for at least one year in a professional capacity which requires capital markets expertise and (iii) The individual has executed at least 30 transactions ,
on average, in each of the four quarters preceding to his consent; corporations which are wholly owned by investors who are Qualified Clients; and corporations incorporated
outside of Israel, the characteristics of whose activity are similar to those of a corporations specified as Qualified Clients. This Document may not be reproduced or used
for any other purpose, nor be furnished to any other person other than those to whom copies have been sent. Any offeree who purchases a share is purchasing such share
for his own benefit and account and not with the aim or intention of distributing or offering such share to other parties. Nothing in this Document should be considered as
investment counseling or investment marketing, as defined in the Regulation of Investment Counseling, Investment Marketing and Portfolio Management Law, 5755-1995.
Investors are encouraged to seek competent investment counseling from a locally licensed investment counselor prior to making an investment.
Important information for Italian investors:
No offering of shares of the Longleaf Partners UCITS Funds and (the “Funds”) have been cleared by the relevant Italian supervisory authorities. Thus, no offering of the
Funds can be carried out in the Republic of Italy and this marketing document shall not be circulated therein – not even solely to professional investors or under a private
placement – unless the requirements of Italian law concerning the offering of securities have been complied with, including (i) the requirements set forth by Article 42 and
Article 94 and seq. of Legislative Decree No 58 of 24 February 1998 and CONSOB Regulation No 11971 of 14 May 1999, and (ii) all other Italian securities tax and exchange
controls and any other applicable laws and regulations, all as amended from time to time. We are sending you the attached material as a follow up to the specific request
received by you. You are fully aware that the Funds have not been registered for offering in Italy pursuant to the Italian internal rules implementing the UCITS IV directive.
Therefore, you are expressly fully aware that the Italian protections granted by the applicable legal framework would not apply and you would be exclusively responsible
for the decision to invest in the Funds. Moreover, you represent that you would only invest directly or on behalf of third parties to the extent that this is fully lawful and you
comply with any conduct of business rules applicable to you in connection with such investment. You agree to refrain from providing any document relating to the Funds to
any party unless this is fully compliant with applicable law.
Important information for Japanese investors:
This Material is provided for information purposes only. This does not, and is not intended to constitute an invitation, solicitation, marketing, or an offer of Southeastern
Asset Management, Inc.’s (“Southeastern”) products and services in Japan, whether to wholesale or retail investors, and accordingly should not be construed as such. By
receiving this material, the person or entity to whom it has been provided understands, acknowledges and agrees that: (i) this material has not been registered, considered,
authorized or approved by regulators in Japan; (ii) Southeastern Asset Management, Inc. nor persons representing Southeastern Asset Management, Inc. are not authorized
or licensed by Japan authorities to market or sell Southeastern’s products and services in Japan; and (iii) this material may not be provided to any person other than the
original recipient and is not for general circulation in Japan.
Important information for Jersey investors:
Financial services advertisement. This document relates to a private placement and does not constitute an offer to the public in Jersey to subscribe for the Shares offered
hereby. No regulatory approval has been sought to the offer in Jersey and it must be distinctly understood that the Jersey Financial Services Commission does not accept any
responsibility for the financial soundness of or any representations made in connection with the Fund. The offer of Shares is personal to the person to whom this document is
being delivered by or on behalf of the Fund, and a subscription for the Shares will only be accepted from such person. This document may not be reproduced or used for any
other purpose.
Important information for Mexican investors:
The Longleaf Partners UCITS Funds (“Fund”) has not been, and will not be, registered under the Mexican Securities Market Law (Ley del Mercado de Valores) and may not
be offered or sold in the United Mexican States. The prospectus relating to the Fund may not be distributed publicly in Mexico and the Fund may not be traded in Mexico.
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Important information for Monaco investors:
Longleaf Partners UCITS Fund has not been registered for sale in Monaco under applicable law. Neither the Fund nor its agents are licensed or authorized to engage
in marketing activities in Monaco. Any marketing or sale of shares of the Fund will only be undertaken or made in strict compliance with applicable law in Monaco. By
receiving this email and attachments, each recipient resident in Monaco acknowledges and agrees that it has contacted the Fund at its own initiative and not as a result of
any promotion or publicity by the Fund or any of its agents or representatives. Monaco residents acknowledge that (1) the receipt of this email and attachments does not
constitute a solicitation from the Fund for its products and/or services, and (2) they are not receiving from the Fund any direct or indirect promotion or marketing of financial
products and/or services. This email and attachments are strictly private and confidential and may not be reproduced or used for any purpose other than evaluation of a
potential investment in the Fund by the intended recipient or provided to any person or entity other than the intended recipient.
Important information for New Zealand investors:
No shares are offered to the public. Accordingly, the shares may not, directly or indirectly, be offered, sold or delivered in New Zealand, nor may any offering document or
advertisement in relation to any offer of the shares be distributed in New Zealand, other than: (A) to persons whose principal business is the investment of money or who, in
the course of and for the purposes of their business, habitually invest money or who in all circumstances can be properly regarded as having been selected otherwise than as
members of the public; or (B) in other circumstances where there is no contravention of the Securities Act 1978 of New Zealand.
Important Information for Oman investors:
By receiving this marketing presentation, the person or entity to whom it has been issued understands, acknowledges and agrees that neither this marketing presentation
nor the Longleaf Partners US UCITS Fund have been registered or approved by the Central Bank of Oman, the Oman Ministry of Commerce and Industry, the Oman Capital
Market Authority or any other authority in the Sultanate of Oman, nor is (MIM) authorized or licensed by the Central Bank of Oman, the Oman Ministry of Commerce and
Industry, the Oman Capital Market Authority or any other authority in the Sultanate of Oman, to market or sell the shares in the Longleaf Partners US UCITS Fund within
the Sultanate of Oman. The shares in the Longleaf Partners US UCITS Fund described under or sold pursuant to this marketing presentation have not and will not be listed
on any stock exchange in the Sultanate of Oman. No marketing of any financial products or services has been or will be made from within the Sultanate of Oman and no
subscription any securities, products or financial services may or will be consummated within the Sultanate of Oman. (MIM) is not a licensed broker, dealer, financial
advisor or investment advisor licensed under the laws applicable in the Sultanate of Oman, and, as such, does not advise individuals resident in the Sultanate of Oman as to
the appropriateness of investing in or purchasing or selling securities or other financial products. Nothing contained in this document is intended to constitute investment,
legal, tax, accounting or other professional advice in, or in respect of, the Sultanate of Oman. This marketing presentation is confidential and for your information only and
nothing in this marketing presentation is intended to endorse or recommend a particular course of action. You should consult with an appropriate professional for specific
advice rendered on the basis of your situation.
Important information for Qatar investors:
This Document does not, and is not intended to constitute an invitation or an offer of securities in the State of Qatar (including the Qatar Financial Centre) and accordingly
should not be construed as such. The Longleaf Partners Unit Trust (Ireland) shares (“Longleaf Fund shares”) have not been, and shall not be, offered, sold or delivered at
any time, directly or indirectly, in the State of Qatar. Any offering of the Longleaf fund shares shall not constitute a public offer of securities in the State of Qatar. By receiving
this document, the person or entity to whom it has been provided understands, acknowledges and agrees that: (i) neither this document nor the Longleaf fund shares have
been registered, considered, authorized or approved by the Qatar Central Bank, the Qatar Financial Markets Authority, the Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory Authority or
any other authority or agency in the State of Qatar; (ii)neither Southeastern Asset Management, Inc. nor persons representing Southeastern Asset Management, Inc. are
authorized or licensed by the Qatar Central Bank, the Qatar Financial Markets Authority, the Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory Authority, or any other authority or agency
in the State of Qatar, to market or sell the Longleaf fund shares within the State of Qatar; (iii) this document may not be provided to any person other than the original
recipient and is not for general circulation in the State of Qatar; and (iv) no agreement relating to the sale of the Longleaf fund shares shall be consummated within the State
of Qatar. No marketing of the Longleaf fund shares has been or will be made from within the State of Qatar and no subscription to the Longleaf fund shares may or will be
consummated within the State of Qatar. Any applications to invest in the Longleaf fund shares shall be received from outside of Qatar. This document shall not form the basis
of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract in Qatar. Neither Southeastern Asset Management, Inc. nor persons representing Southeastern Asset Management, Inc.
are, by distributing this document, advising individuals resident in the State of Qatar as to the appropriateness of investing in or purchasing or selling securities or other
financial products. Nothing contained in this document is intended to constitute investment, legal, tax, accounting or other professional advice in, or in respect of, the State
of Qatar.
Important information for South African investors:
This Document and any of its Supplement(s) are not intended to be and do not constitute a solicitation for investments from members of the public in terms of CISCA and
do not constitute an offer to the public as contemplated in section 99 of the Companies Act. The addressee acknowledges that it has received this Document and any of its
Supplement(s) in the context of a reverse solicitation by it and that this Document and any of its Supplement(s) have not been registered with any South African regulatory
body or authority. A potential investor will be capable of investing in only upon conclusion of the appropriate investment agreements. This document is provided to you for
informational purposes only. For more information, including a prospectus and simplified prospectus, potential eligible investors should call Gwin Myerberg at 44 (0)20 7479
4212 or gmyerberg@SEasset.com. Ms. Myerberg is a Representative employed by Southeastern Asset Management, which accepts responsibility for her actions within the
scope of her employment. Potential eligible investors should read the prospectus and simplified prospectus carefully, considering the investment objectives, risks, charges,
and expenses of the product, before making any investment decision. Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. The value of investments, and the income
from them, may fall or rise and investors may get back less than they invested. Southeastern Asset Management is an authorized financial services provider with FSP No.
42725.
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Important information for Spanish investors:
The sale of the shares of Longleaf Partners UCITS Funds (the “Funds”) which this document refers to have not been registered with the Spanish National Securities Market
Commission (“Comision Nacional del Mercado de Valores”) pursuant to Spanish laws and regulations and do not form part of any public offer of such securities in Spain.
Accordingly, no shares in the Funds may be, and/or are intended to be publicly offered, marketed or promoted, nor any public offer in respect thereof made, in Spain, nor may
these documents or any other offering materials relating to the offer of shares in the Fund be distributed, in the Kingdom of Spain, by the Distributor or any other person on
their behalf, except in circumstances which do not constitute a public offering and marketing in Spain within the meaning of Spanish laws or without complying with all legal
and regulatory requirements in relation thereto. This document and any other material relating to Fund shares are strictly confidential and may not be distributed to any
person or any entity other than its recipients.
Important information for Swedish investors:
The following materials are intended only for qualified investors. This material shall not be reproduced or publicly distributed. The Longleaf Partners Unit Trust is not
authorised under the Swedish Investment Funds Act. The shares of the Fund are being offered to a limited number of qualified investors and therefore this document has not
been, and will not be, registered with the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority under the Swedish Financial Instruments Trading Act. Accordingly, this document may not
be made available, nor may the shares otherwise be marketed and offered for sale in Sweden, other than in circumstances which are deemed not to be an offer to the public
in Sweden under the Financial Instruments Trading Act.
Important information for Swiss investors:
The jurisdiction of origin for the Longleaf Partners UCITS Funds is Ireland. The representative for Switzerland is ACOLIN Fund Services AG, Affolternstrasse 56, 8050 Zurich.
The paying agent for Switzerland is NPB Neue Private Bank Ltd., Limmatquai 1, 8022 Zurich. The Prospectus, the KIID, the Trust Deed, as well as the annual and semi-annual reports may be obtained free of charge from the representative in Switzerland. The current document is intended for informational purposes only and shall not be used as
an offer to buy and/or sell shares. The performance shown does not take account of any commissions and costs charged when subscribing to and redeeming shares. Past
performance may not be a reliable guide to future performance.
Important information for UAE investors:
This document is being issued to a limited number of selected institutional/sophisticated investors: (a) upon their request and confirmation that they understand that neither
Southeastern Asset Management, Inc. nor the Longleaf Partners Global UCITS Fund have been approved or licensed by or registered with the United Arab Emirates Central
Bank (“UAE Central Bank”), the Securities and Commodities Authority (“SCA”), the Dubai Financial Services Authority (“DFSA”) or any other relevant licensing authorities
or governmental agencies in the United Arab Emirates (including the DIFC),nor has the placement agent, if any, received authorization or licensing from the UAE Central
Bank, SCA, the DFSA or any other relevant licensing authorities or governmental agencies in the United Arab Emirates (including the DIFC); (b) on the condition that it will
not be provided to any person other than the original recipient, is not for general circulation in the United Arab Emirates (including the DIFC) and may not be reproduced
or used for any other purpose; and (c) on the condition that no sale of securities or other investment products in relation to or in connection with either Southeastern Asset
Management, Inc. or the Longleaf Partners Global UCITS Fund is intended to be consummated within the United Arab Emirates (including in the DIFC). Neither the UAE
Central Bank, SCA nor the DFSA have approved this document or any associated documents, and have no responsibility for them. The shares in the Longleaf Partners Global
UCITS Fund are not offered or intended to be sold directly or indirectly to retail investors or the public in the United Arab Emirates (including the DIFC). No agreement
relating to the sale of the shares is intended to be consummated in the United Arab Emirates (including the DIFC). The shares to which this document may relate may be
illiquid and/or subject to restrictions on their resale. Prospective investors should conduct their own due diligence on the shares. If you do not understand the contents of this
document you should consult an authorized financial advisor.
Important information for UK investors:
The KIID and Full Prospectus (including any supplements) for this fund are available from Southeastern Asset Management International (UK) Limited which is authorized
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom.
In the United Kingdom, this document is being distributed only to and is directed at (a) persons who have professional experience in matters relating to investments falling
within article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2001 (as amended) (the “Order”) or (b) high net worth entities and other
persons to whom it may be otherwise lawfully be communicated, falling within Article 49(2) of the Order (all such persons being referred to as “relevant persons”). This
document must not be acted on or relied on by persons who are not relevant persons. Any investment activity to which this document relates is available only to relevant
persons and will be engaged in only with relevant persons. Any person who is not a relevant person should not act or rely on this document or any of its contents.

